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Guide to the Electric Mobility Act (EmoG):
Practical tips for local implementation

Making electric mobility attractive: That is the goal of the Electric

Mobility Act (EmoG – Elektromobilitätsgesetz). It enables

municipalities to provide incentives for electric vehicles, such as

free parking or special lanes. The new implementation guide by

NOW GmbH gives a practical explanation on how municipalities

can implement the instruments of the EmoG in a legally compliant

manner ...

Read more

New “Easy Charging at Residential Buildings”
guideline published

Today, the National Centre for Charging Infrastructure has

published a new guideline for the installation of private charging

infrastructure in multi-apartment buildings. It is aimed at owner

occupiers, tenants and landlords who are planning to set up

charging facilities at multi-party buildings ...

Read more

Results of the 4th survey of German
municipalities on the subject of electric mobility:
Municipalities are on the right track

The results of the 4th survey of German municipalities in the field

of electric mobility were presented today at the 8th

“Elektromobilität vor Ort” specialist conference on local electric

mobility, of the Federal Ministry for Digital and Transport (BMDV).

The survey paints a picture of highly committed municipalities that

are driving e-mobility forward in Germany in a very significant

manner ...

Read more

The Electric Mobility Starter Set takes it up a
gear and becomes the Electric Mobility Jump-
Starter Set

The Electric Mobility Starter Set (Starterset Elektromobilität) is a

tool that has been helping municipalities to find their own path to

sustainable mobility. The platform has now been completely

revised und the name “Jump-Starter Set” (“Durchstarterset

Elektromobilität”), boasting a new design as well as fresh and

updated content to allow cities and municipalities to gain a jump-

start into emission-free mobility ...

Read more

Annual Meeting of Mission Innovation in New Delhi

The annual meeting was held this year in New Delhi, India, from 4 to 6 April. Mission Innovation (MI)

leaders gathered in person for the first time since early 2020 to review, discuss and set MI’s strategy

and work plan for the coming year ...

Read more
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Launch of Germany’s first commercial vehicle
rental company with hydrogen trucks

Hylane GmbH (hylane), a provider of climate-friendly mobility,

officially launched today as a subsidiary of Cologne-based DEVK

Versicherung. Hylane places environmental protection at the heart

of its exclusively climate-friendly vehicle rental service. The

company offers hydrogen trucks with different superstructures and

installations ...

Read more

Munich Airport receives funding for the purchase of environmentally
friendly electric buses

Munich Airport has received funding support totalling almost 24 million euros from Volker Wissing,

Federal Minister for Digital and Transport. These funds will go towards the purchase of up to 72

electrically powered passenger buses, including the necessary associated charging infrastructure ...

Read more

Münsterland back in the Borkum service after
LNG conversion

After 16 months of construction, the MS Münsterland ferry of AG

EMS is back in regular service on the route between Borkum and

the Dutch port of Eemshaven. The Münsterland is the third LNG

vessel in the AG EMS Group. It was converted from regular diesel

propulsion to the more environmentally friendly alternative,

liquefied natural gas (LNG) ...

Read more

Events

Workshop: “Alternative Propulsion Systems for Waterborne Harbour Vessels”

27.04.2022 | Online

Read more

Online seminar: Funding call – Electric Mobility Concepts 04/2022

27.04.2022 | Online

Read more

Online seminar: Easy Charging at Residential Buildings

28.04.2022 | Online

Read more

Online seminar on the “Biological methanation using CO2 sources

11.05.2022 | Online

Read more

HyVolution 2022

11.-12.05.2022 | Paris

Read more

Power2Drive Europe trade fair

11.-13.05.2022 | Messe München

Read more
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HyLand symposium

12.05.2022 | Online & on site

Read more

Powerfuel Week in Lucerne – Switzerland’s first hydrogen forum

14.-22.05.2022 | Lucerne, Switzerland

Read more

Powerfuel International – the conference for Switzerland in an international context

18.05.2022 | Lucerne, Switzerland

Read more

polisMOBILITY 2022

18.-21.05.2022 | Cologne

Read more

FC³ – Fuel Cell Conference Chemnitz

31.05.-01.06.2022 | Chemnitz

Weiterlesen

Flotte – The fleet industry get-together for 2022

01.-02.06.2022 | Düsseldorf Exhibition Centre

Read more

EVS35 – 35nd International Electric Vehicle Symposium & Exhibition

11.-15.06.2022 | Oslo

Read more

GREENTECH FESTIVAL

22.-24.06.2022 | Duisburg

Read more

14th Science Forum Mobility 2022 (Wissenschaftsforum Mobilität)

23.06.2022 | Duisburg

Read more

WEEK OF HYDROGEN SOUTH (WOCHE DES WASSERSTOFFS SÜD)

25.06.-03.07.2022 | on site

Read more

13th VDV Electric Bus Conference and Trade fair ElekBu – Mobility of the Future

12.-13.07.2022 | Berlin

Read more

Hydrogen Online Conference – HOC

08.11.2022 | Online

Read more
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Problems with charging? Test persons wanted!

01.01.-31.12.2022

Read more
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